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Abstract
The problem of explaining both inflationary and dark matter physics in the
framework of a minimal extension of the Standard Model was investigated.
To this end, the Standard Model completed by a real scalar singlet playing
a role of the dark matter candidate has been considered. We assumed both
the dark matter field and the Higgs doublet to be nonminimally coupled to
gravity. Using quantum field theory in curved spacetime we derived an effec-
tive action for the inflationary period and analyzed its consequences. In this
approach, after integrating out both dark matter and Standard Model sectors
we obtained the effective action expressed purely in terms of the gravitational
field. We paid special attention to determination, by explicit calculations, of
the form of coefficients controlling the higher-order in curvature gravitational
terms. Their connection to the Standard Model coupling constants has been
discussed.
Keywords: inflation, quantum field theory in curved spacetime
1. Introduction
Two of the most prominent challenges for modern cosmology are expla-
nations of an exact nature of the inflationary period of the Universe history
and the dark matter sector. By their exact nature we mean their realization
in the context of field theory and its connection to the Standard Model (SM)
and gravitational physics. The dominant point of view in the researches on
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these subjects is that inflation and dark matter are two unrelated phenom-
ena. The current article presents a different approach. As far as the dark
matter problem is concerned, there is a consensus that a new matter field
added to the SM is necessary in order to account for its presence. Using
the minimalistic approach we chose to model the dark matter sector with
the help of a real scalar singlet interacting with the SM via the Higgs portal
[1, 2, 3]. Despite the fact that this model is very restricted in the low-mass
region (the energies up to GeV scale), it still provides a good dark matter
candidate of the mass within the TeV range [3]. Although these masses are
outside of the energy range available in the present direct detection experi-
ments, this is the same range as proposed in many popular supersymmetric
models, see for example [4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
Another issue is the potential need of another new field to explain infla-
tion. An agreement of the Starobinsky model of inflation [9] with the recent
Planck data [10] seems to suggest that the new field is not necessary. In the
wake of the successful predictions of this model a large body of literature
appeared on this subject. Most of it is concerned with the generalization
of the gravitational action by including additional terms proportional to the
Ricci scalar [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The authors recognized that the coefficients
of these terms, as coming from the loop corrections, should be connected to
the coupling constants of the matter fields, yet they usually fixed their values
on the ground of phenomenological considerations (see, e.g., [12]).
In the current article, the calculations revealing exactly which couplings
play a dominant role in defining the aforementioned coefficients in the con-
sidered setup were presented for the first time, to the best knowledge of
the authors. As a tool to obtain these results the heat kernel approach to
quantum field theory in curved spacetime was employed [16, 17, 18]. Specifi-
cally, the procedure that was followed is mostly often used while investigating
corrections coming from the quantum field representing matter to the renor-
malized energy-momentum tensor in curved spacetime [19, 20, 21, 22, 23].
The noninteracting fields are usually thus handled. As far as interacting
fields in curved spacetime are concerned, this methodology was used in find-
ing quantum corrections to the tree-level effective action (in the context of
the running of the couplings) [24, 25, 26, 27]. An extension of this idea to
the inflationary physics was presented in [28, 29, 30], especially the latter
two papers deals with the running of couplings constants in the gravitational
sector.
More recently, it was used in constructing the one-loop corrected effective
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action for various matter fields in nontrivial gravitational background (e.g.,
curvaton-inflaton dynamic [31]) and during examining the stability of the
Higgs effective potential [32, 33, 34].
At this point we want to stress that this minimalistic approach to ex-
plaining inflation and dark matter in a single consistent framework has been
already used with some success at the tree-level where the coefficient of the
R2 term was fixed by phenomenology, see, e.g., [35, 36, 37]. What we in-
vestigated in this article was the following problem: can we neglect the R2
term at the tree-level and instead rely on the loop effects to generate it? In
the process we derived functional forms of the terms higher-order in curva-
ture arising at the one-loop level and found the connection between their
coefficients and the matter coupling constants.
Another important remark is that although the idea of realizing both dark
matter and inflation by a single scalar field already has been discussed in the
literature (see for example [38]), our approach is conceptually different. We
do not postulate that an additional scalar should be both the dark matter
candidate and the inflaton. Instead, using a tool of the quantum field theory
in curved spacetime, we integrate out both dark matter and Standard Model
sectors and end up with the effective action given solely in terms of the
gravitational scalars, namely the Ricci scalar, the Kretschmann scalar and a
square of the Ricci tensor.
The structure of the article is the following. In section 2 we present and
discuss the employed model of the matter and gravity sectors. Then we focus
on parts that are important for obtaining the one-loop effective action for
the problem at hand. In section 3 we obtain and analyze properties of the
effective field theory relevant for the inflationary period of the history of the
Universe. The last section contains a summary of the obtained results.
3
2. General form of the action
We start our investigations by specifying the action for the gravity and
matter sectors, its tree-level unrenormalized form is given by
Sg =
∫ √−g d4x [− 1
16πG
(R + 2Λ) + α1RαβµνR
αβµν+
+ α2RαβR
αβ + α3R
2 + α4R
]
, (1)
Sm =
∫ √−g d4x{[dµX˜] dµX˜ −m2XX˜2 + ξXX˜2R − m˜0X˜ − λXX˜4+
− m˜1X˜R− m˜3X˜3+
+
[
dµH˜
]†
dµH˜ −m2H |H˜|2 −
λH
2
|H˜|4 + ξH|H˜|2R+
− m˜HXX˜|H˜|2 − λHXX˜2|H˜|2+
+ ψ¯Qi/DP+ψQ + ψ¯U i/DP−ψU+
− yψ¯QP−
[
iσ2H˜∗
]
ψU − yψ¯UP+
[
−iH˜Tσ2
]
ψQ
}
. (2)
The field content of the matter part of the action is X˜ – an additional real
scalar singlet, H˜ – the complex Higgs doublet, ψQ is the left-handed quark
doublet extended to the form the full Dirac spinor, namely ψQ =
[
Q
Q
]
, where
Q is the usual Standard Model doublet, ψU is the Dirac spinor created from
the SM right handed singlet in a similar manner. This formal extension of
the fermionic sector is necessary in order to apply the heat kernel method
to this sector, namely during calculations of traces of the Schwinger-DeWitt
coefficients the properties of the Clifford algebra of the four dimensional
gamma matrices are used extensively, see for example [16]. To keep the
correct number of the fermionic degrees of freedom we used the standard
projection operators P± ≡ 1±γ52 , where γ5 ≡ iγ0γ1γ2γ3. Since we do not
expect nontrivial gauge background during inflationary period we may for
now disregard the gauge boson sector of the Standard Model. Under this
assumption the symbols dµ and /D reduce to the covariant derivative and the
covariant Dirac operator, namely
dµ ≡ ∇µ, /D ≡ γµdµ. (3)
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In the next step we divide fields into the background part and the quantum
fluctuation
X˜ = Xˆ +X,
H˜(p) = Hˆ(p) +H(p),
H˜∗(p) = Hˆ∗(p) +H∗(p), (4)
ψQ = ψˆQ + χQ,
ψU = ψˆU + χU ,
where a hat indicates the quantum part and quantities without it represent
a classical background. From now on, we will also use the following no-
tation for the Higgs field: H˜(p) =
[
H˜(1), H˜(2)
]T
, where H˜(1) and H˜(2) are
complex scalars. Below we present the part of the action that is quadratic
in the quantum fluctuations and defines the Laplace-Beltrami operator that
is crucial in the heat kernel approach for constructing the effective action
[16, 17, 18]. To obtain it, we put relations (4) into the action (2) and
keep only terms that are quadratic in quantum fields. Moreover, for con-
venience, we split the total action quadratic in fluctuations into a few parts
S
(2)
matter = Sscalar−scalar + Sfermion−fermion + Sfermion−scalar + Sscalar−fermion,
where:
Sscalar−scalar =
∫ √−g d4x {Xˆ(−−m2X + ξXR − 6λXX2 − λHX |H|2)Xˆ+
+ Hˆ∗(p)
[
−pq −m2Hδpq + ξHRδpq − m˜HXXδpq+
− λH
2
(
2|H|2δpq + 2δprH(r)H∗(s)δsq
)
− λHXX2δpq
]
Hˆ(q)+
+ Hˆ∗(p)
(
− λH
2
δprH
(r)δqsH
(s)
)
Hˆ∗(q)+
+ Hˆ(a)
(
− λH
2
H∗(c)δacH∗(d)δdb
)
Hˆ(b)+
+ XˆHˆ∗(p)
(
− m˜HXδpqH(q) − 2λHXXδpqHq
)
+
+ XˆHˆ(p)
(
− m˜HXH∗(q)δpq − 2λHXXH∗qδpq
)}
, (5)
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in the above formula  ≡ dµdµ stands for the covariant d’Alembertian,
Sfermion−fermion =
∫ √−g d4x(i ˆ¯ψQγµdµP+ψˆQ + i ˆ¯ψUγµdµP−ψˆU+
−y ˆ¯ψ(p)Q P−ǫpqH∗(q)ψˆU + y ˆ¯ψUǫpqH(p)P+ψˆ(q)Q
)
, (6)
Sfermion−scalar =
∫ √−g d4x(−y ˆ¯ψ(p)Q P−ǫpqHˆ∗(q)ψU+
+y ˆ¯ψUP+ǫpqHˆ
(p)ψ
(q)
Q
)
, (7)
Sscalar−fermion =
∫ √−g d4x(−yψ¯(p)Q P−ǫpqHˆ∗(q)ψˆU+
+yψ¯UP+ǫpqHˆ
(p)ψˆ
(q)
Q
)
. (8)
The first step in using the heat kernel method is to rewrite this quadratic part
in the form that makes reading off the appropriate matrix form of Laplace-
Beltrami operator easy, namely
S
(2)
matter = −
∫ √−g d4x Φˆ∗TD2Φˆ, (9)
where Φˆ =
[
Xˆ, Hˆ(a), Hˆ∗(p), ψˆ(p)Q , ψˆU
]T
and the differential operator D2 is of
the form
D2 = + 2hµdµ +Π. (10)
The symbol T in (9) stands for the operation that transforms the multiplet
Φ represented by the column vector to the same multiplet represented by the
row vector. This operation does not transform ψ into ψT . On the other hand,
∗ stands for the complex conjugate of the field Hp and the Dirac conjugate for
the spinor field. To obtain the aforementioned simple form of the fluctuation
action we redefine the quantum fields in the following way:
Φˆ→
[
Xˆ,
√
2Hˆ(p),
√
2Hˆ∗(p), iγνdνψˆ
(p)
Q , iγ
νdνψˆU
]T
. (11)
This redefinition has twofold consequences. The first one is that the redefini-
tion of the quantum fields brings the Jacobian factor in the path integral. For
the scalar field this is an irrelevant number. For the fermionic one this leads
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only to an appearance of the purely gravitational terms that could be ab-
sorbed into the tree-level action by redefining the renormalized gravitational
constant and αi constants in the front of the terms of higher order in curva-
ture [34]. The second consequence of this redefinition is the transformation
of the fluctuation part of the action into the form
Sscalar−scalar = −
∫ √−g d4x {Xˆ(+m2X − ξXR + 6λXX2 + λHX |H|2)Xˆ+
+ 2Hˆ∗(p)
[(
+m2H − ξHR + λH |H|2 + m˜HXX + λHXX2
)
δpq+
+ λHδprH
(r)H∗(s)δsq
]
Hˆ(q) + Hˆ∗(p)
(
λHδprH
(r)δsqH
(s)
)
Hˆ∗(q)+
+ Hˆ(p)
(
λHH
∗(s)δpsH∗(r)δrq
)
Hˆ(q)+
+
√
2XˆHˆ∗(p)
(
m˜HXδpqH
(q) + 2λHXXδpqH
q
)
+
+
√
2Xˆ∗Hˆ(p)
(
m˜HXH
∗(q)δpq + 2λHXXδpqH∗q
)}
, (12)
Sfermion−fermion = −
∫ √−g d4x [ ˆ¯ψQ
(
− 1
4
R
)
P+ψˆQ+
+ ˆ¯ψU
(
− 1
4
R
)
P−ψˆU+
+iy ˆ¯ψ
(p)
Q P−ǫpqH
∗(q)γµdµψˆU+
−iy ˆ¯ψUǫpqH(p)P+γµdµψˆ(q)Q
]
, (13)
Sfermion−scalar = −
∫ √−g d4x(√2y ˆ¯ψ(p)Q P−ǫpqHˆ∗(q)ψU+
−
√
2y ˆ¯ψUP+ǫpqHˆ
(p)ψ
(q)
Q
)
, (14)
Sscalar−fermion = −
∫ √−g d4x(i√2yψ¯(p)Q P−ǫpqHˆ∗(q)γµdµψˆU+
− i
√
2yψ¯UP+ǫpqHˆ
(p)γµdµψˆ
(q)
Q
)
. (15)
Having the above in mind, we may construct a matrix form of the operator
we sought. Appropriate entries of the matrices hµ and Π could be read off
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from the Ssclalar−scalar, Sfermion−fermion, Sscalar−fermion and Sfermion−scalar. 1
3. Effective action in the inflationary era
In this section we will focus on the inflationary era of the history of the
Universe. Our goal is to check whether quantum corrections coming form
the presence of the scalars nonminimally coupled to gravity could indeed
lead to the Starobinsky-like action for the gravity sector. The second goal
is to check if there is enough freedom in the choice of the parameters of the
theory to get good inflationary predictions. To simplify our discussion we
will disregard fermionic contributions to the effective action. Their possible
presence will not introduce additional new types of terms in the gravity
sector but will only lead to the numerical changes in the coefficients (which
are subdominant compared to the coming from the scalar sector) [34]. Using
the heat kernel approach and dimensional regularization we may express the
unrenormalized one-loop part of the effective action as
Γ(1) =
i~
2
lnDetµ−2D2 =
= ~
∫ √−g d4x 1
64π2
Tr
{
a˜0M
4
[
2
ε¯
− ln
(
M2
µ2
)
+
3
2
]
+
− 2a˜1M2
[
2
ε¯
+ 1− ln
(
M2
µ2
)]
+ 2a˜2
[
2
ε¯
− ln
(
M2
µ2
)]
+M−2a˜3
}
, (16)
where 2
ε¯
= 2
ε
−γ+ln(4π), γ is the Euler constant, n = 4−ε and Tr stands for
the matrix trace and sum over all discrete indices (group or Lorentz ones).
1For example, as is evident from the relations (12)–(15), the only contributions to hµ
will come form (15), moreover the explicit matrix form of hµ is given by
2hµ =


0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 i
√
2yψ¯
(p)
Q P−ǫpqγ
µ
0 0 0 −i√2yψ¯UP+ǫpqγµ 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

 .
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The R-summed Schwinger-DeWitt coefficients are given by [39, 40]
a˜0 = 1,
a˜1 = 0, (17)
a˜2 =
1
180
(
−RµνRµν +RαβµνRαβµν +R
)
1 +
1
6
M2 +
1
12
WαβW
αβ,
where 1 is the unit matrix in the field space and there is the following relation
between the differential operator D2 and matrices M2 and Wαβ :
D2 = 1 + 2hµdµ +Π, (18)
M2 = Π+
1
6
R1− dµhµ − hµhµ, (19)
Wαβ = [dα, dβ] 1+ 2d[αhβ] + [hα, hβ] . (20)
In the above formulas, dµ is a covariant derivative containing both gravity
and gauge (if present) parts and  = dµd
µ. Using the MS (modified Mini-
mal Subtraction, for introduction see [41]) renormalization scheme we may
write the leading log part of the one-loop effective action in the large mass
expansion as
Γ(1) =
1
64π2
∫ √−g d4xTr{M4[− ln(M2
µ2
)
+
3
2
]
− 2a˜2 ln
(
M2
µ2
)}
. (21)
It is worthy to note that this leading log approximation is valid as long as
R3
M2
< R2, where R3 (R2) represents all terms that are of the third (second)
order in curvature. For our setup this is a good approximation (details will be
given shortly) for the inflationary period provided that inflation ends in the
de Sitter or dust dominated stage. This assumption means that the transition
to the radiation dominated era happens during the reheating period of the
cosmological history.
3.1. Higgs and dark matter sector during the inflationary epoch
As was mentioned at the beginning of this section, to model the infla-
tion period of the history of the Universe we will use the Starobinsky-like
approach. To this end, we will consider a second scalar to possess a large
mass parameter m2X > 0 and a linear and possibly quartic coupling to the
Higgs doublet. The rest of the parameters present in the scalar part of (2)
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will be given by m˜1 = m˜2 = m˜3 = λX = 0. This gives us the following form
of the tree-level potential at the beginning of inflation:
V =
1
2
m2XY
2 − 1
2
ξXRY
2 +
m˜HX
2
√
2
Y h2 +
1
4
λHXh
2Y 2+
− 1
2
|m2H |h2 +
λH
8
h4 − 1
2
ξHRh
2, (22)
where we used the rescaling X = 1√
2
Y and H(2) = H∗(2) = 1√
2
h. Looking for
minima of this potential we found out that for ξH > 0 and ξX > 0 we have one
minimum with Y = 0 and h = 0. This is true as long as −ξHR− |m2H | > 0.
Below, the contributions to the effective action coming from the scalar sector
are presented. They come in two parts, namely the scalar-Higgs and the
Goldstone boson ones. The scalar-Higgs contribution is given by
mY h1 =

 M˜2Y Y m˜HX2 h + λHX2 Y h m˜HX2 h + λHX2 Y hm˜HX
2
h + λHX
2
Y h M˜2hh
1
2
λHh
2
m˜HX
2
h + λHX
2
Y h 1
2
λHh
2 M˜2hh

 , (23)
where
M˜2Y Y =
(
1
6
− ξX
)
R +m2X +
λHX
2
h2 + 3λXY
2, (24)
M˜2hh =
(
1
6
− ξH
)
R +m2H + λHh
2 +
λHX
2
Y 2 +
m˜HX√
2
Y. (25)
The matrix mY h1 encompasses contributions to theM
2 matrix defined in (19)
from the dark matter candidate Y , the real neutral component of the Higgs
field h and bosons described by the imaginary parts of H(2). The remaining
two Goldstone bosons contribute as
mG1 =
[
M˜2G 0
0 M˜2G
]
, (26)
where M˜2G = m
2
H +
(
1
6
− ξH
)
R + 1
2
λHh
2 + λHX
2
Y 2 + m˜HX√
2
Y . The full M2
matrix may be written as
M2 =

mY h1 0 00 mG1 0
0 0 mff

 . (27)
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Due to the assumption that at the inflationary epoch there is no quark con-
densate, there are no scalar-fermion entries in this matrix. Moreover, because
of the assumption that there is no Higgs vev during the inflation, the contri-
butions from the fermionic sector described by mff are proportional to the
purely gravitational terms. They could be either absorbed into the definition
of the renormalized tree-level constants or are subleading in comparison to
the scalar contributions. The last statement stems from the fact that, as will
be explained shortly, the terms most important for the inflationary physics
will have coefficients proportional to the ξH/X couplings while the coefficients
of appropriate terms from the fermionic sector are given by small numbers
without any powers of the ξH/X couplings. The commutator of the deriva-
tives in the scalar sector is equal to zero. Having in mind the expressions
written above and using formula (21), we may write relevant terms of the
one-loop part of the effective action as
Γ(1) =
∫ √−g d4x 1
64π2
tr
{
− (mG1 )2 ln
(
mG1
µ2
)
+
3
2
(
mG1
)2
+
− (mY h1 )2 ln
(
mY h1
µ2
)
+
3
2
(
mY h1
)2
+
− 2
180
(−RµνRµν + RαβµνRαβµν +R)
[
ln
(
mY h1
µ2
)
+ ln
(
mG1
µ2
)]
+
− 1
3
mY h1 ln
(
mY h1
µ2
)
− 1
3
mG1 ln
(
mG1
µ2
)}
, (28)
where tr stands for the ordinary matrix trace. The same type of an expression
could be also derived from the renormalization group arguments, as explained
in [17]. Taking into account the hierarchy of the scales elucidated previously
(−R > m2X , m2X ≫ |m2H |, Y = 0, h = 0) we may rewrite the mass matrices in
the following forms:
M˜2G ≈M2hh ≈
(
1
6
− ξH
)
R, (29)
M2Y Y ≈ m2X +
(
1
6
− ξX
)
R. (30)
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Then the one-loop corrections to the effective action for this system are
Γ(1) =
1
64π2
∫ √−g d4x{1
3
M2Y Y ln
(
M2Y Y
µ2
)
+
4
3
M2G ln
(
M2G
µ2
)
+
+
3
2
M4Y Y + 6M
4
G −M4Y Y ln
(
M2Y Y
µ2
)
− 4M4G ln
(
M2G
µ2
)
+
− 1
90
(−RαβRαβ +RαβµνRαβµν +R)
[
ln
(
M2Y Y
µ2
)
+ 4 ln
(
M2G
µ2
)]}
.
(31)
One important observation is that the formula we presented above is an
approximate one. Namely, we discarded all terms that are of the orders
O
(
R3
M2
)
, O (∇∇
M2
)
and higher. Having this in mind we may observe that after
integration by parts the first two terms give us M2 lnM2 ∼ ∇M2∇M2
M2
and
therefore they may be discarded. The same is true for the R lnM2 terms.
For the inflationary era our large mass parameter is actually the curvature
itself, i.e., M2Y Y ∼
(
1
6
− ξX
)
R and M2G ∼
(
1
6
− ξH
)
R. From these formulas
we may see that as long as | (1
6
− ξ) | is of the order O(102) or bigger during
the inflation period our approximation is a good one. This leads to the
following formula:
Γ(1) =
1
64π2
∫ √−g d4x
{
3
2
[
m2X +
(
1
6
− ξX
)
R
]2
+ 6
[(
1
6
− ξH
)
R
]2
+
−
[
m2X +
(
1
6
− ξX
)
R
]2
ln
(
m2X +
(
1
6
− ξX
)
R
µ2
)
+
−4
[(
1
6
− ξH
)
R
]2
ln
((
1
6
− ξH
)
R
µ2
)
+
− 1
90
(−RαβRαβ +RαβµνRαβµν) ln
(
m2X +
(
1
6
− ξX
)
R
µ2
)
+
− 4
90
(−RαβRαβ +RαβµνRαβµν) ln
((
1
6
− ξH
)
R
µ2
)}
. (32)
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3.2. Inflationary setup
After integrating out the fluctuation of the matter fields we obtained the
following form of the gravitational action for the inflationary period:
Sinf =
∫ √−g d4x {− 1
2κ
(R + 2Λ) + α1RµνρσR
µνρσ + α2RµνR
µν + α3R
2+
+
1
64π2
{
3
2
[
m2X +
(
1
6
− ξX
)
R
]2
+ 6
[(
1
6
− ξH
)
R
]2
+
−
[
m2X +
(
1
6
− ξX
)
R
]2
ln
(
m2X +
(
1
6
− ξX
)
R
µ2
)
+
− 4
[(
1
6
− ξH
)
R
]2
ln
((
1
6
− ξH
)
R
µ2
)
+
− 1
90
(−RαβRαβ +RαβµνRαβµν) ln
(
m2X +
(
1
6
− ξX
)
R
µ2
)
+
− 4
90
(−RαβRαβ +RαβµνRαβµν) ln
((
1
6
− ξH
)
R
µ2
)}}
, (33)
where κ = 8πG ≡ M¯−2P . As our setup we make a choice of αi = 0, which
implies that at the tree-level the gravitational action is represented only by
the operators of the mass dimension two (the Einstein-Hilbert term plus,
possibly, the cosmological constant). From the matter sector we have three
new parameters which are the mass parameter of the heavy scalar mX and
the nonminimal coupling constants for the Higgs field ξH and the second
scalar ξX . Furthermore, we assume that
|Rei|
m2
X
> 1, where Rei is the value of
the Ricci scalar at the end of inflation. Taking this into account and assuming
that |Rei| < |Rbi|, where bi stands for the beginning of the last 50 − 60 e-
foldings we may ignore m2X under the logarithms. As far as the nonminimal
coupling of the Higgs field to gravity is concerned, we have only some mild
constraints on its value. Considering this we may assume ξH = ξX at the end
of inflation. Taking this and the freedom in the choice of the energy scale
µ into account, we may set µ2 =
(
1
6
− ξH
)
R =
(
1
6
− ξX
)
R. Such a choice
leads to the resummation of the logarithms at the end of inflation and due
to the fact of rather mild running of the nonminimal coupling to the quite
good resumation during the last 50− 60 e-foldings. After discussing this, let
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us write the Starobinsky form of the action, disregarding the logarithms for
now
Sinf =
∫ √−g d4x{− 1
2κ
(R + 2Λ)+
+
1
64π2
{
3
2
[
m2X +
(
1
6
− ξX
)
R
]2
+ 6
[(
1
6
− ξH
)
R
]2}}
, (34)
which may be rewritten as
Sinf = κ
−1
∫ √−g d4x{ −
[
1
2
+
3m2Xκ
(
ξX − 16
)
64π2
]
R+
+
[
3κ
(
ξX − 16
)2
128π2
+
6κ
(
ξH − 16
)2
64π2
]
R2
}
, (35)
where we also omitted the contribution from the cosmological constant sector.
To simplify the notation let us introduce the following symbols:
ξ¯H ≡ ξH − 1
6
, ξ¯X ≡ ξH − 1
6
, ξ ≡ ξ¯X
ξ¯H
, (36)
and define a = 64π2. Taking this into account we could rewrite the Starobinsky-
like part of our effective action as
Sinf = κ
−1
∫ √−g d4x[− 1
2
(
1 +
3κm2X
a
ξ¯X
)
R +
κ
a
(
3
2
ξ¯2X + 6ξ¯
2
H
)
R2
]
.
(37)
Following the standard analysis of the Starobinsky-type inflation we may fix
the values of ξX and ξH . To this end, we focus on the heavy scalar mass case,
namely we assume that mX ∼ 10TeV. This means that κm2X ≪ 1 and can
be discarded in the first approximation. On the other hand, comparing the
coefficient in the front of the R2 term with its typical form in the Starobinsky
action we get
α =
1
2a
15
2
ξ¯2, (38)
where we used the fact that in our setup ξ¯X = ξ¯H ≡ ξ¯ and took into account
the κ−1 factor in the front of the action. From the above we obtain
ξ¯ =
√
4 · 64π2α
15
. (39)
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For a successful Starobinsky inflation we need α ≈ 0.97 ·109 [42, 43, 37]. This
leads us to
ξ¯ ≈ 2.02 · 105. (40)
Let us now return to the problem of the presence of the logarithmic
corrections in the effective action. Taking them into account and bringing
them to the common factor by substitution
ln
(−ξ¯XR
µ2
)
= ln
(
(−ξ¯XR)
(−ξ¯HR)
(−ξ¯HR)
µ2
)
= ln ξ + ln
(−ξ¯HR
µ2
)
(41)
we may write our general form of the inflationary action (33) as
Sinf = κ
−1
∫ √−g d4x{ − 1
2
[
1 +
κm2X
a
ξ¯X
(
3− 2 ln ξ)]R+
+
κ
a
[
6ξ¯2H +
1
2
ξ¯2X
(
3− 2 ln ξ)]R2 − κm2X
a
m2X ln
(−ξ¯HR
µ2
)
+
+
2κm2X
a
ξ¯XR ln
(−ξ¯HR
µ2
)
− κ
a
(
ξ¯2X + 4ξ¯
2
H
)
R2 ln
(−ξ¯HR
µ2
)
+
− κ
a
1
18
(K − RµνRµν) ln
(−ξ¯HR
µ2
)}
, (42)
where K ≡ RαβµνRαβµν is the Kretschmann scalar. Using the identity
(41) beside the term −κ
a
1
18
(K − RµνRµν) ln(−ξ¯HRµ2 ) we also obtained the
−κ
a
ln ξ
90
(K − RµνRµν) one. This finite term can be absorbed into the defini-
tion of the renormalized α1 and α2 constants and since we choose α1 = α2 = 0
is irrelevant for further calculations.
From the obtained form of the inflationary action (42) we may see that
integrating out the matter fields leads not only to the appearance of the
Starobinsky-like terms R+αR2 and usually assumed R2 lnR corrections but
also to an occurence of terms of the form lnR, R lnR and (K−RµνRµν) lnR.
The presence of the last of these terms was not previously discussed in the
literature. Moreover, we see that the coefficient of the R2 term is controlled
by the value of the nonminimal coupling between the scalar field and gravity
and could be in principle freely chosen to get a correct inflationary prediction.
On the other hand, the coefficients of the lnR and R lnR terms are controlled
by the mass parameter of the scalar field. At this point we want to note
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that formally there should also be terms of the same form with coefficients
proportional to the Higgs field mass parameter m2H but we dropped them
on the basis on our hierarchy assumption m2X ≫ |m2H |. On a side note, the
term proportional to the (K −RµνRµν) ln
(
−ξ¯HR
µ2
)
has a coefficient that is
not controlled by any of the matter field couplings. This means that it will
be present for any action containing scalar fields. On the other hand, for the
case of the nonminimally coupled scalar we need ξ¯ ∼ 105 for the Starobinsky-
like inflation. Hence, we conclude that in the case at hand this term will be
much smaller than the R2 lnR one.
Having reached the above conclusion, we may write our inflationary action
as the F (R) gravity action with unusual logarithmic terms
Sinf =
1
2κ
∫ √−g d4x[− R + cR2R2 − clog ln
(−ξ¯HR
µ2
)
+
+ cRlogR ln
(−ξ¯HR
µ2
)
− cR2logR2 ln
(−ξ¯HR
µ2
)]
, (43)
where
cR2 =
κ
128π2
[
6ξ¯2H +
1
2
ξ¯2X
(
3− 2 ln ξ
)]
, (44)
clog =
κm2X
128π2
m2X , (45)
cRlog =
κm2X
64π2
ξ¯X , (46)
cR2log =
κ
128π2
(
ξ¯2X + 4ξ¯
2
H
)
. (47)
In the above coefficients we restored the loop factor a = 64π2.
3.3. Inflationary potential after the conformal transformation and running
of nonminimal couplings
To discuss the inflationary sector we may introduce an auxiliary scalar
field χ. To this end, we represent the inflationary action (43) in the form
of the F (R) gravity and follow the iterative procedure outlined in [12]. The
new scalar field is defined by the relation eχ = −dF (R)
dR
, where the minus sign
is due to the assumed sign convention concerning the Ricci scalar. In this
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new framework the inflationary potential is given by
Vinf =
1
2κ
RdF (R)
dR
− F (R)(
−dF (R)
dR
)2 . (48)
From now on, we set κ = 1. Before we describe the behavior of Vinf let us
write all the functions relevant for its construction, i.e.,
F (R) = −R + cR2R2 − clog ln
(−ξ¯HR
µ2
)
+ cRlogR ln
(−ξ¯HR
µ2
)
+
− cR2logR2 ln
(−ξ¯HR
µ2
)
, (49)
dF (R)
dR
= −
(
1 +
cRlogµ
2
ξ¯H
)
+
(
2cR +
cR2logµ
2
ξ¯H
)
R +
clog
R
+
+ cRlog ln
(−ξ¯HR
µ2
)
− 2cR2logR ln
(−ξ¯HR
µ2
)
, (50)
eχ =
(
1 +
cRlogµ
2
ξ¯H
)
− R
[(
2cR +
cR2logµ
2
ξ¯H
)
+
clog
R2
+
+ cRlog ln
(−ξ¯HR
µ2
)
1
R
− 2cR2log ln
(−ξ¯HR
µ2
)]
. (51)
In the case of clog = cRlog = 0 the last of the above relations can be solved
exactly to obtain R(χ) and the result is given by
R =
eχ − 1
2cR2logW
(
− ξ¯H (eχ−1)
2c
R2log
µ2
e
−
(
c
R2
c
R2log
+ µ
2
2ξ¯h
)) , (52)
where W (x) is the Lambert W function. When clog = cRlog 6= 0 we were
unable to find a solution in terms of the known special functions. In this case
we resorted to the iterative procedure mentioned earlier. For this purpose,
we rewrote the equation to be solved as
eχ =
(
1 +
cRlogµ
2
ξ¯H
)
−R
(
2cR +
cR2logµ
2
ξ¯H
)1 + 1
2cR +
c
R2log
µ2
ξ¯H
f(R)
R

 ,
(53)
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where f(R) =
clog
R
+ cRlog ln
(
−ξ¯HR
µ2
)
− 2cR2logR ln
(
−ξ¯HR
µ2
)
. As the zeroth
order approximation to the solution to the above equation we get
R0 = −
eχ −
(
1 +
cRlogµ
2
ξ¯H
)
(
2cR +
c
R2log
µ2
ξ¯H
) . (54)
The first order corrected solution is given by
R1 = −
eχ −
(
1 +
cRlogµ
2
ξ¯H
)
(
2cR +
c
R2log
µ2
ξ¯H
)[
1 + 1(
2cR+
c
R2log
µ2
ξ¯H
) f(R0)
R0
] , (55)
and the n-th order corrected solution is
Rn = −
eχ −
(
1 +
cRlogµ
2
ξ¯H
)
(
2cR +
c
R2log
µ2
ξ¯H
)[
1 + 1(
2cR+
c
R2log
µ2
ξ¯H
) f(Rn−1)
Rn−1
] . (56)
For comparison, the purely Starobinsky case is given by putting cR2log = 0 in
(54). For the purpose of further analysis we used the first order solution R1.
As may be seen from the form of R1 our inflationary potential will depend
on the renormalization scale µ. The comparison of the inflationary potential
(given by (48)) for the Starobinsky case and for the discussed case for two
choices of the running energy scale µ is presented in figure 1. As can be
inferred from the plot, choosing µ as some constant value leads to the drastic
change in the shape of the potential. Moreover, choosing this scale to lay
below the Planck mass leads to the discontinuity in the potential which is
connected to the presence of the logarithmic terms in dF (R)
dR
. This leads us
to the question of the choice of the running energy scale that allows us to
resum the logarithms. In fact, the effective action for the inflationary sector
(43) was already written in the form that made this choice explicit, namely
µ2 = −ξ¯HR(χ), where R(χ) ≡ R0(χ) and is given by (54). Due to our sign
convention we have −R > 0 and we choose ξ¯H (and ξ¯X) to be always positive.
Figure 1 also shows that taking into account the running of the nonminimal
couplings leads to an appearance of the runaway direction in the inflationary
potential.
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Figure 1: The inflationary potential obtained after the conformal transfor-
mation for the purely Starobinsky case and for the logarithmically corrected
case. The energy scale was chosen to be either constant or the running one.
The nonminimal couplings were constant and set as ξX = ξH = 2.02 · 105.
After resorting to the running energy scale in our analysis of the inflation-
ary potential we should consider the running of the nonminimal couplings.
For this purpose we need the beta function for these couplings. For the model
at hand they were calculated in [34] and are given by
βξH =
1
(4π)2
[
3λH
(
ξH − 1
6
)
+ λHX
(
ξX − 1
6
)
+ 2y2
(
ξH − 1
6
)]
,
βξX =
1
(4π)2
[
6λX
(
ξX − 1
6
)
+ λHX
(
ξH − 1
6
)]
. (57)
As it is clear from the form of βξH , we disregard the influence of the gauge
couplings on the running of ξH . Moreover, in our approximation we will
treat the scalars quartic coupling and the top Yukawa coupling as constants.
This may be justified by the fact that in the SM the Higgs quartic coupling
and the top Yukawa coupling change very little in the energy range µ ∼
1016GeV ÷ M¯P l which is typical for the inflationary period. The starting
values of the Higgs quartic coupling and the top Yukawa coupling were taken
from [44]. We also assumed that λX(µinf) ∼ 0 and λHX(µinf) > 0.5, where
µinf ∼ 1016GeV. The condition for λHX is necessary for our scalar to be
a viable dark matter candidate [3], meanwhile from the perspective of the
dark matter phenomenology λX is unconstrained. As far as the starting
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Figure 2: The inflationary potential obtained after the conformal transfor-
mation. The running energy scale was chosen as µ2 = −ξHR(χ). The
relevant matter couplings were chosen as λX(µinf) = 0, λHX(µinf) = 0.6
and ytop(µinf) = 0.4 and were not running. The initial values of the non-
minimal couplings were chosen as ξH(µinf) = ξX(µinf) = 2.02 · 105, where
µinf = 10
16GeV.
values of the nonminimal coupling are concerned, we set them as ξ¯H(µinf) =
ξ¯X(µinf) = 2.02 · 105. This was dictated by the demand that the purely
Starobinsky (only cR2 6= 0) type of the effective action gives us a viable
inflationary model. Given the values of the SM Higgs quartic coupling and
the top Yukawa coupling that can be found for example in [44], we may infer
from (57) that the running of the nonminimal couplings will be controlled
by λHX . From this we may infer that the inflationary physics should be
most sensitive to a change in this parameter. To check this, we plotted
the inflationary potential for different values of the Higgs quartic coupling
(keeping λHX fixed) in figure 2. The shape of the potential changes very
little even if we change λH from negative to positive. The only visible change
is that for the positive Higgs quartic coupling the potential becomes a bit
smaller, the difference is below 1%. In figure 3 the inflationary potential for
three different choices of λHX is depicted. Increasing the coupling between
the Higgs sector and the dark sector results in a decrease of the overall scale
of the potential and an increase of the slope in the runaway direction.
The first step in assessing the correctness of the inflationary model is
the calculation of the slow roll parameters from which observables like the
20
Figure 3: The inflationary potential obtained after the conformal transfor-
mation. The running energy scale was chosen as µ2 = −ξHR(χ). The rel-
evant matter couplings were chosen as λX(µinf) = 0, λH(µinf) = −0.02
and ytop(µinf) = 0.4 and were not running. The initial values of the non-
minimal couplings were chosen as ξH(µinf) = ξX(µinf) = 2.02 · 105, where
µinf = 10
16GeV.
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spectral tilt and the tensor to scalar ratio can be derived [10]. In figure
4 we presented the behavior of these parameters for the whole field range.
Remembering that for the slow roll inflationary regime we need ǫ < 1 and
η < 1, from figure 4b we may infer that despite the unusual shape of the
potential we still may have good inflationary physics. Moreover, the com-
parison of figures 4a and 4b reveals that this model will give us larger tensor
to scalar ratio than the purely Starobinsky case (because r ≈ 15ǫ). On the
other hand, from figure 4c we may see that taking into account the running
of the energy scale and the running of the coupling constants spoils the infla-
tionary model. From the same figure we may infer that in this model there is
no slow roll regime. This is somewhat unexpected since the potential looks
quite similar to the Starobinsky case (the red dotted line in figure 1). This
difference arises due to the behavior of the derivatives of the potential, which
is depicted in figure 5. The derivative for the running case is slightly bigger
than for the Starobinsky case which leads to much larger ǫ and this in turn
leads to unacceptably large tensor to scalar ratio for this model. This is in
contrast to the results presented in [3]. To comment on that let us point
out that there is a large difference in the approach to the problem of the
quantum corrections to the Starobinsky potential between the one presented
in the current paper and in [3]. The authors of the cited paper used phe-
nomenology to fix the coefficients in the front of the R2 and R2 log (R) terms.
The coefficient of R2 could be fixed from observational data, to be precise it
may be fixed by the demand that we get a good inflationary model. Mean-
while, the coefficient in the front of the second term is usually assumed to be
small, in the discussed paper the assumption was that the second coefficient
is 10−2 times smaller than the first one. In our approach both coefficients are
generated by the one-loop effects and they are controlled by the tree-level
nonminimal couplings between scalars and gravity. Additionally, there is no
evident hierarchy among them (they are of the same order) which we think
is ultimately responsible for the behavior of the inflationary model obtained
by us. As an illustration of this statement we prepared figure 6. It depicts
slow roll parameters calculated for the same case as in figure 4c but with
artificially decreased coefficient in the front of the R2 log (R) term, namely
we took the original coefficient cR2 log and divided it by a factor 10
2.
To sum up, we may look at the results in a twofold way. Firstly, con-
sidering only the Einstein-Hilbert form of the tree-level gravity action could
the Starobinsky-like inflationary action be generated by the matter loops in
curved background? Our calculations showed that the answer to this ques-
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(a) The pure Starobinsky case.
(b) The µ = 1 case and no running of ξH,X .
(c) The µ2 = −ξHR(χ) with the running of ξH,X .
Figure 4: Slow roll parameters for various potentials presented in figure 1.
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Figure 5: Behavior of the first derivative of the potential for the Starobinsky,
µ = 1 without running and µ2 = −ξhR(χ) with the running of ξH,X cases.
Figure 6: Slow roll parameters for µ2 = −ξHR(χ) with the running of ξH,X
and the artificially decreased cR2 log coefficient.
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tion is negative, since the radiatively generated coefficients of the R2 and
R2 log (R) terms do not obey necessary hierarchy. Secondly, with the inspi-
ration of phenomenology we may introduce the tree-level term proportional
to R2, with a coefficient fixed by the demand that we obtain a valid in-
flationary model. For the same reason we may demand that renormalized
coefficients α1 = α2 = 0 (there are no K and RµνRµν terms). Now the
question is whether the one-loop quantum correction from the matter sector
in the classical curved spacetime background could destroy this inflationary
model. In this context we have shown by direct calculations of the one-loop
induced coefficients of the terms R2 and R2 log (R) that this may happen if
nonminimal couplings of the scalar sector are big enough, i.e., ξ¯ ∼ 105 which
falls into the range usually assumed by the inflationary models based on the
scalars nonminimally coupled to gravity. Resolution to this problem may be
as follows. We may introduce R2 at the tree-level with the correct value of
the coefficient and treat the requirement that the one-loop effect does not
spoil the inflationary model as the new constraint on the value of the non-
minimal couplings between scalars and gravity. Having this in mind, we may
interpret our results as indication that allowed value of ξ¯ should be smaller
than 105, which is much more severe restriction than 2.6 · 1015 obtained in
[45].
4. Summary
The issue of a consistent description of both inflationary and dark matter
sectors and their coupling to the Standard Model fields in the framework
of quantum field theory in curved spacetime has been discussed. The dark
matter sector was based on the heavy real scalar singlet coupled to the SM
Higgs field via a quartic term. In particular, we focused on the TeV range
mass for the dark matter candidate which is still allowed. As a model for
the inflationary sector we used the Starobinsky-like approach. At this point
it is worth to note that the renormalization of the one-loop effective action
in curved spacetime requires a presence of the R2 term and also RµνR
µν and
K ≡ RµνρσRµνρσ terms. Although on the phenomenological ground we may
put the renormalized coefficients of the last two terms as equal to zero, these
terms reappear on the level of loop corrections, see (33). The requirement
of the renormalizability of the one-loop effective action forces us to consider
a nonminimal coupling between scalars (the dark matter candidate ξX and
the Higgs doublet ξH) and gravity which turns out to play a crucial role in
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the inflationary setup described by us.
Using the heat kernel approach to the effective action we showed by direct
calculations that the high curvature/energy regime of our theory is described
by the F (R) gravity action given by (49). Moreover, the calculations revealed
that for the discussed setup the coefficients of the RµνR
µν and K terms are
much smaller than those standing in front of terms proportional to the Ricci
scalar. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first direct calculation
that demonstrates this effect, which justifies an approximation in which we
discard terms proportional to RµνR
µν and K. Additionally, the same cal-
culation reveals that beside the usual R2 and R2 ln(R) terms the one-loop
induced effective action contains also terms proportional to ln(R), R ln(R),
RµνR
µν ln(R) and K ln(R). Again, the last two terms may be disregarded by
the argument of the smallness of their coefficients. Amongst the remaining
terms the two most important are R2 and R2 ln(R). We showed by direct
calculations that if we consider these terms as induced at the one-loop level
by the SM and dark matter fields their coefficients will be controlled by the
nonminimal coupling of the scalars to gravity (provided that ξX/H > 10, usu-
ally for the Higgs inflation we have ξH ∼ 104). Moreover, it turns out that
these coefficients are in the present case of the same order.
Introducing by means of the conformal transformation an auxiliary scalar
field χ we investigated the details of the inflationary sector. Further studies
led to the conclusion of importance of the proper choice of the energy scale
introduced in the process of the renormalization. For the fixed scale µ2 = M2P l
we found severe deformations of the inflationary potential as depicted in
figure 1. Despite somewhat unusual shape of this potential this case may still
provide a good inflationary model. This conclusion is based on the analysis of
figure 4c where we presented the slow roll parameters ǫ and η. On the other
hand, for the choice of the running energy scale µ2 = −ξHR we found out that
the inflationary potential looks quite similar to the Starobinsky case. The
new observation is an appearance of the runaway direction towards the large
field values, which was also noted in [12]. Before we discuss a consequence
of this let us turn to the influence of the scalar quartic couplings on the
potential. Their values in the inflationary regime have an impact on the
potential through the running of the nonminimal couplings. We observed
that the potential possesses only little sensitivity to the exact value of the
Higgs quartic coupling which is depicted in figure 2. On the other hand, an
increase of the value of the coupling between Higgs and the dark matter sector
(λHX) leads to an increase of the slope of the runaway direction (see figure
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3). Let us now return to the inflationary model with the running energy
scale. After an analysis of results we found that despite the similarity in the
shape of the inflationary potential to the Starobinsky case, in our case there
is no slow roll regime. This may be illustrated by figure 4c, which represents
slow roll parameters for the studied case. The η is always bigger than 1 and
although ǫ could be smaller than 1 it will cause too large value of the tensor
to scalar ratio. In conclusion, the scenario in which R2 and R2 ln(R) terms
are generated by the matter loops may lead to an inconsistent inflation.
Reaching this conclusion we propose to look at the considered problem
from another perspective. If we introduce in the classical gravity action the
R2 term with a value of the coefficient appropriate for the Starobinsky-like
inflation then by our calculation of the one-loop corrections we can determine
the maximal allowed value of the nonminimal coupling ξ¯. The result is that
we need ξ¯ ∼ 104 or smaller. This could be treated as a new constraint on
the possible value of the ξ¯.
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